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Abstract. Intelligent agents are classified into various types depending
on whether they just react to the stimuli they perceive (reactive) or they
develop plans to solve their own goals (proactive or goal-oriented). In
practice, agents are a mixture of two layers since they perform reactive
or proactive tasks depending on what is the most appropriate at a given
time (hybrid agents). Bearing in mind the dynamic organisation of a
multi-agent system consisting of any of the above types, it is only natural
to consider Population P Systems as a suitable candidate for modelling.
In this paper, we describe preliminary work done towards modelling of
MAS which include all types of agents. An initial attempt is made to
tackle certain issues that have to do with the objects and rules that define
each agent operation. Alongside the alternative solutions, we present a
concrete example to demonstrate our findings and raise discussions.
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Introduction

Intelligent agents are robotic or software entities which can exhibit autonomous,
reactive, proactive and social behaviour [14]. Agents perceive their environment,
react immediately if it is necessary, update their beliefs, revise their strategies,
prioritise their goals and develop plans to achieve them. Multi-agent systems
(MAS) are built upon the social behaviour of individual agents that can communicate, collaborate and negotiate in order to achieve their goals. Naturally,
MAS are highly interactive, highly parallel and highly dynamic (change of organisation, change of roles, change in configuration etc). These dynamics make
MAS specification, modelling and implementation a challenging activity. In our
area of interest, formal modelling is particularly attractive as it raises many issues that cannot be tackled in a straightforward manner and leave many open
challenges.
Intelligent agent architectures can be broadly categorised into reactive, goaloriented and hybrid. In reactive agents, intelligent behaviour can be achieved
without explicit symbolic representations or explicit abstract reasoning but it is
an emergent property (e.g. ant colonies). The agents operation is based around
a hierarchy of behaviours which resemble if situation then action rules.
On the other hand, goal-oriented agents and their most known representative
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents [8], are based on: (a) Beliefs, i.e. the information an agent has about the environment, which may be false; (b) Desires,

i.e. the things that the agent would like to see achieved; and (c) Intentions, i.e.
the goals that the agent is committed to. In principle, a BDI agent perceives
its environment and updates its beliefs. Based on the current state of affairs, it
may revise its options and prioritise its goals. Having picked up a current goal,
generates a sequence of actions that achieve the goal and executes this plan.
Finally, in most cases it is necessary for the agents to exhibit both reactive and
proactive behaviour, hence the hybrid model.
Practically, BDI agents are not as complicated as the underlying theory dictates [3]. Desires play a strategic role to problem solving and in highly specialised
agents desires are shrink down to one, the general raison d’etre of the agent.
Plans are not generated but are ready made, residing in a library of plans that
are brought into the play according the current goal. The current goal is the
intention that is picked up for deliberation; if it is directly executable the agent
performs an action; if not, the current intention is replaced by a more analytical
list of new intentions (the plan).
There have been several attempts to formally model individual intelligent
agents as well as MAS structure and change. Most of them were based on state
machines and their variations, but were primarily concerned with simple reactive
agents [2, 4]. Though such methods are adequate for the representation of the
internal state of an agent, problems arose when having to deal with the dynamics
of the structure of a system consisting of multiple agents. As a result other attempts used new computing paradigms, such as membrane computing. Such
methods can efficiently address the aforementioned limitation of state-based
methods (Population P Systems for example are very flexible in representing
the dynamics of a population’s structure), but were primarily concerned with
biologically inspired or biological agents exhibiting emergent behaviour [10]. Finally, previous work has demonstrated that we can combine the above in order
to take advantage of the complementary characteristics of the aforementioned
formal methods [12]. For a complete review of this work, in terms of rationale
and results, the interested reader is referred to [5].
With this paper, we initialise an effort towards modelling of goal-oriented
agents using a variation of Population P Systems [1]. The following sections
describe the modelling toolkit that should be available in order to formally model
MAS that consists of reactive, goal-oriented or hybrid agents. We discuss the
proposal along side with a MAS case in order to clarify our claims. Finally, we
reach an initial definition of a Population P System suitable for modelling any
type of MAS.
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A MAS Scenario including goal-oriented agents

Assume a disaster area with civilians injured who are incapable of helping themselves in between obstacles and ruins [9]. A number of agents (rescue units or
RU) are equipped with the necessary first aid kit and could provide help to injured civilians, thus temporarily rescuing victims from immediate danger. They
can then broadcast the exact coordinates to the agents in their neighbourhood

and continue their rescue mission. Another set of agents (ambulance vehicles
or AV) are capable of approaching the temporarily rescued civilians and carry
them to a more secure establishment (e.g. emergency room or ER). Of course
various parameters play an important role in this rescue scenario, such as number of agents, the amount of supplies, the capacity of the ambulances, etc. Also,
one should take into account possible failures of agents as well as non-trivial
interaction and mode of communication.
The development of such MAS would normally involve two kind of agents.
RU would be reactive agents which would function under certain rules obeying
a strict hierarchy such as for example:
if there is an obstacle then avoid obstacle ≻
if injured civilian is detected then
provide f irst aid to victim and inf orm nearby agents about location ≻
if empty space then move randomly
Injured civilians could also be modelled as reactive agents. On the other hand,
AV would be goal-oriented agents which need to form plans to satisfy their goals,
i.e. having updated their beliefs on where the victims are located based on incoming information and develop a sequence of actions to pick up their victims.
In reality, AV agents should also have a reactive layer on top, which will respond
to immediate threats, such as:
if
if
if
if

there is an obstacle then avoid obstacle ≻
at ER then upload the injured civilians ≻
load reached the maximum capacity then move towards the ER ≻
injured civilian is detected and not at ER then pick up victim

The above reactive layer deals with the simple behaviours, apart from moving
towards the victim behaviour which requires planning. This is the main difference from agent RU that searches the space randomly for locating injured
civilian.
Therefore the requirements for modelling the above is summarised in the
following:
– modelling of individual separate agents of various types is necessary;
– the agent models should be developed with non-trivial data structures and
their accompanying operations;
– there must be a way to code the rules for behaviours within an agent, including the communication behaviour;
– it is essential to set up priorities on these behaviours for the agent to perform
the desired overall task;
– describing the change in communication links is desirable according to some
“neighbouring” criteria;
– modelling of agents roles, generation and destruction must be possible in
order to model the dynamic configuration of the system;
– agents in a MAS could operate in parallel exhibiting an asynchronous behaviour;

Most of the above naturally lead to considering elements of Tissue P Systems [7], Populations P Systems [1] and P colonies [6], equipped with some new
features that could make them more focused to the modelling of goal-oriented
and hybrid agents.
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Formal Modelling of MAS

3.1

Agents as Cells

Each agent can be directly mapped to a cell. Cells are arranged in a graph
(population) rather than a hierarchical tree structure. Cells must have types
each corresponding to a different role of each agent in the MAS. For instance,
in the rescue scenario there are four types of cells, namely a rescue unit (RU),
an ambulance vehicle (AV), the civilian victim (CV) and the emergency room
(ER). The latter could be an agent if it has certain characteristics (e.g. it is a
mobile emergency unit, it can communicate with other agents etc.) or can be
modelled as a simple entity otherwise. Instances of all these cell types make a
MAS configuration. The graph denotes the communication between cells, e.g.
neighbouring RUs and AVs have a direct communication, as well as a CV with
a RU or AV on the same spot, the AV when it reaches the ER, the ERs between
them etc.
3.2

Data Structures and Objects

Objects within cells should be more than multisets of symbols. Practically, more
sets and mathematical structures are needed, such as naturals, reals, atoms, ntuples, sequences/lists, sets, etc. as well as all operations applied on these. In
addition, objects should be partitioned in various subsets, in a kind of annotated
values of attributes. The absolutely necessary subsets of objects required for a
goal-oriented agent are: (a) a set of Beliefs, (b) a set of Goals and (d) a set of
internal agent States, and (e) a set of incoming Messages. Thus, for instance:
B = {(victim at X Y ), (er at X Y ), . . .} where X, Y ∈ N ,
G = {(pickup victim X Y ), (move towards X Y ), (leave victim at er) . . .},
States = {doing nothing, rescuing, moving to er, . . .},
IncomingM essage = {(f ound victim at X Y ), . . .} etc.
These in turn would be used in the list of goals, queue of incoming messages
etc. Depending on the problem, some more sets might be necessary, such as
the current position and direction is space, the capacity of an AV, the current
load, the current supplies, fuel, etc. In practical modelling, we would need some
sort of notation that differentiates objects according to the set they belong, for
example:
B : (victim at 3 8), State : rescuing, P os : (4 5),
ListOf Goals : h(move towards 6 7), (leave victim at er), . . .i,
IncomingQueue : h(f ound victim at 6 7), (f ound victim at 9 1), . . .i, etc.

3.3

Behaviours and Rewrite/Communication Rules

Reactive behaviours can be modelled as a set of transformation rules for a specific agent type. For example, the rule:
avoid obtacle : (State : moving to er Obstacle : (X Y ) P os : (X1 Y1 )
Direction : D if (next to X Y X1 Y1 ) →
State : moving to er Obstacle : (X Y ) P os : (X1 Y1 ) Direction : D′ where
(random D′ ))AV
The objects on the left hand side are consumed and replaced by the objects of the
right hand side within a cell of type AV. Checks and new values are performed
and produced through the guards following the if delimiter and operations following the where delimiter. All rules could be identified by a unique identifier at
the far left, in this case avoid obtacle.
Proactive behaviours, such as updating beliefs, adding goals to the list or
executing primitive goals (actions) can be modelled in a similar way.
Similarly, there exist communication rules that are used to pass messages to
cells that are linked through the graph structure. For example, the rule:
send victim position :
(B : (victim at 4 2); incoming message : (f ound victim at 4 2), broadcast)RU
means that in the presence of an object B : (victim at 4 2) inside a cell of type
RU an object incoming message : (f ound victim at 4 2) can be obtained by all
neighbouring cells, that is, those connected through links. The receiving agent
can put the incoming message in the queue of incoming messages through a
simple transformation rule. Guards and new values may also be required in the
form of the rules.
Communication rules could also be used for perceiving the environment. For
instance, the rule:
perceive obstacle :
P os : (X Y ); Obstacle : (X1 Y1 ) if (within range X Y X1 Y1 ), perceive)AV
is the same as the above with the exception that object Obstacle : (X1 Y1 ) is obtained by the environment. The other way round, i.e. an object is can be expelled
out to the environment through an output rule. The performatives broadcast,
perceive and output are equivalent to the commonly used in membrane computing in, enter and exit.
3.4

Priorities of Behaviours

In order to achieve the correct overall agent behaviour, individual behaviours including communication should be ordered. A top level ordering should determine
which type of task behaviour should be tried first and whether communication
(either broadcast or perceive or output) should precede or follow task behaviours.
For example, a possible ordering might be:
broadbast rules  perceive rules ≺ reactive rules ≺
proactive rules  output rules

which implies that incoming message and perceptions should fire first followed
by reactive rules followed by proactive rules and sending out messages.
At a lower level ordering between rules within the same type must exist. For
instance, a possible ordering for the reactive behaviour should be:
avoid obstcle ≺ upload victims ≺ move towards er ≺ pick up victim
It should be noted at this point that imposing such priorities in types of rules,
or rules themselves, in combination to the use of lists for objects may have a
restrictive effect on the maximal parallelism of the P system, which however for
MAS modelling purposes is acceptable.
3.5

Communication Links and Bond Making

The graph connecting the cells is by no means fixed. Depending on the problem,
the notion of “neighbourhood” between cells can be defined. This will allow cells
to communicate directly through the existing links. Establishment of links is
governed by a bond making rule that states the preconditions which must be
true. For example, a bond making rule between an AV and a RU can be:
connect neighboring agents : (AV, P os : (Xav Yav ); P os : (Xru Yru ), RU )
if (neighbours Xav Yav Xru Yru )
meaning that in the presence of neighbouring P os : (Xav Yav ) and P os :
(Xav Yav ) inside two cells of type AV and RU respectively, a bond is created
between the two cells.
3.6

Dynamic Structure and Cell Differentiation/Division/Death

It is often the case that new agents should appear into the system, perhaps some
change role and eventually some will disappear. Such situations can be handled
effectively by cell division, cell differentiation and cell death rules. For instance,
a RU which runs out of fuel is removed from the system:
out of order : (f uel : 0)RU → †
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Main Proposal

Bearing in mind the above, we propose that MAS consisting of any type of
agents can be modelled using a variation of Population P Systems with Active
Membranes, which can be defined as the construct:
α
P = (V, Φ, T, γ, α, wE , A1 , A2 , . . . , An , Rb , Rs , Ob , Or , Op ) where:
– V is a finite set of structures and symbols called objects and V = Belief s ∪
Goals ∪ States ∪ M essages . . . ;
– Φ is a set of default and user-defined operations on items of V ;
– T is a finite alphabet of symbols, which define different types of agents;
– γ = ({1, 2, . . . n}, G), with G ⊆ {{i, j} | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n }, is a finite undirected
graph;

– α is a finite set of bond-making rules;
– wE ∈ V ∗ is a finite multi-set of objects initially assigned to the environment;
– Ai = (wi , ti ), for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with wi ∈ V ∗ a finite multi-set of objects,
and ti ∈ T the type of agent/cell i;
– Rb is a finite set of behavioural rules and Rb = BroadCast ∪ P erceive ∪
Output ∪ Reactive ∪ P roactive.
– Rs is a finite set of structural rules and Rs = Dif f erentiation ∪ Division ∪
Death.
– Ob is a partial order over behaviours Rb
– Or is a partial order over the set of Reactive behaviour rules
– Op is a partial order over the set of P roactive behaviour rules
The form of the rules is not formally defined here but can be fairly directly
implied by the examples stated above.

5

Conclusions and Open Issues

We have made an initial attempt to define a new variation of Population P
Systems with Active Membranes, namely α P, which is suitable for modelling
multi-agent systems including all types of agents, such as reactive, goal-oriented
and hybrid. This is the main difference from previous work, in which we only
dealt with simple biological reactive agents. We demonstrated the need through
an example of a disaster scenario in which agents are trying to rescue civilians
injured. A more concrete and precise definition, including the theoretical BDI
model as well as the detailed computation steps are in our immediate intentions.
Before that, however, we need to identify the other practical issues raised by such
modelling. The main question is whether the constructs of the α P are adequate
to map a MAS (including BDI agents) or there is a need to extend it with new
ones. This will lead us to the design and implementation of a tool that animates
the models, along the lines of previous work done both textually [11] and visually
[13].
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